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  Bodacious Space Pirates: Abyss of Hyperspace Vol. 1 Saito Tatsuo,2015-08-25 FULL-TIME STUDENT...
PART-TIME SPACE PIRATE! Marika Kato is your average third-year student at Hakuoh Academy, busy
with homework, leading the school’s yacht club, and working part-time at the Lamp House café. But that’s
not all to Marika’s life—she’s also a space pirate! As the captain of Bentenmaru, a privateer pirate space-ship
bearing a letter of marque, Marika takes on a job involving a staged attack on a luxury cruiser, where she
finds a mysterious young boy on the run and a new task for the crew of the Bentenmaru. Based on the hit
anime Bodacious Space Pirates: Abyss of Hyperspace!
  Wahoo Richard O'Kane,2009-11-11 The career of the USS Wahoo in sinking Japanese ships in the
farthest reaches of the Empire is legendary in submarine circles. Christened three months after Pearl
Harbor, Wahoo was commanded by the astonishing Dudley W. “Mush” Morton, whose originality and
daring new techniques led to results unprecedented in naval history; among them, successful “down the
throat” barrage against an attacking Japanese destroyer, voracious surface-running gun attacks, and the
sinking of a four-ship convoy in one day. Wahoo took the war to Japan’s front porch, and Morton became
known as the Navy’s most aggressive and successful sea raider. Now, in a new quality paperback edition,
her full story is told by the person most qualified to tell it—her executive officer Richard O’Kane, who
went on to become the leading submarine captain of the Second World War. Praise for Wahoo “The
accounts of the patrols are spine-tingling, both in triumph and tragedy. It is a tale of great courage, brilliant
leadership, and daring innovation in a new type of submarine warfare fought largely on the surface in
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waters closely controlled by the enemy. Well-written, a gripping story for anybody with a love of the sea
or adventure in submarine combat.”—Naval War College Review “This is an exceptional story of American
men who rose to the occasion time and again under dangerous circumstance.” —Abilene Reporter News “A
first-hand—and first-rate—narrative, told by the former executive officer of this legendary WWII
submarine, which gives readers an intimate feel for life aboard the ‘boats’ that helped beat the odds in the
battles of the Pacific and put Japan on the defensive.”—Sea Power “Like Clear the Bridge!, [Richard]
O’Kane’s bestselling account of the Tang’s 33 confirmed sinkings, [Wahoo] is a rousing, authentic war
adventure that could well become a classic of its type, crack[ling] with the tensions, boredom, and occasional
exhilaration of submarine life under the Pacific, O’Kane is a superb storyteller, and his credentials are
impeccable.”—Springfield Sunday Republic
  Bodacious Space Pirates: Abyss of Hyperspace Vol. 2 Tatsuo Sato,Chibimaru,2019-11-14 Marika Kato has
a busy life, balancing her roles as a high school student and President of the Yacht Club, her job as a
waitress, and her calling as a space pirate! As captain of the space pirate shop Bentenmaru, Marika agrees to
help Kanata Mugen, son of the legendary Hyperspace Diver Professor Mugen, to solve a mystery left
behind by his father. However, other forces seek to capture Kanata and claim his inheritance for
themselves, as Kanata finds himself descending further and further into the depths of hyperspace to
uncover his father's legacy and choose a future of his own. It's time for some piracy!
  The Elder Sister-Like One, Vol. 1 Pochi Iida,2018-04-10 Yuu has had a rough life. After losing his
parents in a car accident when he was five, he found himself bounced back and forth among relatives, with
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no place to truly call home. Plagued by a constant feeling of loneliness, all he wants is a little
companionship, and he's about to get way more than he bargained for! Her name is Chiyo, and she'll grant
Yuu one wish. The only problem: She's a demon of unimaginable power!
  The Dust of 100 Dogs A.S. King,2017-10-03 The first book from LA Times Book Prize and Printz Honor
winner A.S. King--a witty, snarky tale of love and family, revenge and reincarnation, and pirates. In the
late seventeenth century, famed teenage pirate Emer Morrisey was on the cusp of escaping the pirate life
with her one true love and unfathomable riches when she was slain and cursed with the dust of one
hundred dogs, dooming her to one hundred lives as a dog before returning to a human body-with her
memories intact. Now she's a contemporary American teenager and all she needs to escape her no-good
family and establish a luxurious life of her own is a shovel and a ride to Jamaica...
  So I'm a Spider, So What?, Vol. 7 (light novel) Okina Baba,2019-12-03 Seriously! What genre is this?! So
get this...Me, the Demon Lord, the baby bloodsucker, Mera, and the puppet posse are on our way to the
demon territory when Mera falls into a hole and gets attacked by giant ants. We wipe 'em out in no time,
but the commotion (and totally not me sticking my nose where it doesn't belong) just haaappens to wake
up some ancient, hyper-advanced killing machines, and now the entire planet is gonna be destroyed! It's
such a big deal that Güli-güli, the pontiff, and even Potimas are teaming up with the Demon Lord. Wait,
when did they all get so chummy? And I'm sorry, what? They want ME to take out the main weapon?!
No waaay!
  The Adventures of Corduroy ,1996-01-01 All the stuffed toys at the store try to help Corduroy find his
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missing button so that he can find a home.
  So I'm a Spider, So What?, Vol. 9 (light novel) Okina Baba,2020-09-01 Let's go pay God a visit... So I can
make thread again. That's...something, I guess. Don't get me wrong-I could be doing a whole lot worse than
pumping out thread all day while cooped up in some demon's mansion. I just wish my other powers would
come back alrea-Oh...they are back. When the heck did that happen?! And why am I suddenly, like, really
good at teleporting? I bet I could go anywhere I want! In fact, that gives me an idea...Hey, D, I think it's
time we met face-to-face!
  Great Space Battles Stewart Cowley,Charles Herridge,1979
  The Five Apprentices. (Procrastination; Or the History of Edward Crawford.). Elihu Whittlesey
BALDWIN,1828
  On the Prowl Rupert Fawcett,2016-10-06 On the Prowl has developed a regular daily following on
Facebook of more than 100,000 cat lovers from around the world. In On the Prowl the best of Rupert
Fawcett's brilliantly observed, touchingly true cartoons come together in book form for the first time.
Featuring the secret thoughts and conversations of cats of every size, shape and breed, this gorgeous book is
a celebration of our favourite feline friends.
  So I'm a Spider, So What?, Vol. 4 (light novel) Okina Baba,2018-11-27 I've finally escaped the monster
infested Elroe Labyrinth and now making my way towards the land of humans! But what was waiting for
me on the surface was something even worse than dragons...it's MY MOTHER!! We don't have the
greatest relationship for various spidery reasons but am I going to make it out of this family reunion in one
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piece?!
  Daffy Duck for President ,1997 While lobbying for a year-long open season on rabbits, Daffy Duck
discovers how the constitutional system of checks and balances protects democracy in the United States.
  Flipped Wendelin Van Draanen,2003-05-13 A classic he-said-she-said romantic comedy! This updated
anniversary edition offers story-behind-the-story revelations from author Wendelin Van Draanen. The first
time she saw him, she flipped. The first time he saw her, he ran. That was the second grade, but not much
has changed by the seventh. Juli says: “My Bryce. Still walking around with my first kiss.” He says: “It’s
been six years of strategic avoidance and social discomfort.” But in the eighth grade everything gets turned
upside down: just as Bryce is thinking that there’s maybe more to Juli than meets the eye, she’s thinking
that he’s not quite all he seemed. This is a classic romantic comedy of errors told in alternating chapters by
two fresh, funny voices. The updated anniversary edition contains 32 pages of extra backmatter: essays
from Wendelin Van Draanen on her sources of inspiration, on the making of the movie of Flipped, on why
she’ll never write a sequel, and a selection of the amazing fan mail she’s received. Awards and accolades for
Flipped: SLJ Top 100 Children’s Novels of all time IRA-CBC Children’s Choice IRA Teacher’s Choice
Honor winner, Judy Lopez Memorial Award/WNBA Winner of the California Young Reader Medal “We
flipped over this fantastic book, its gutsy girl Juli and its wise, wonderful ending.” — The Chicago Tribune
“Van Draanen has another winner in this eighth-grade ‘he-said, she-said’ romance. A fast, funny, egg-
cellent winner.” — SLJ, Starred review “With a charismatic leading lady kids will flip over, a compelling
dynamic between the two narrators and a resonant ending, this novel is a great deal larger than the sum of
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its parts.” —Publishers Weekly, Starred review
  Rurouni Kenshin Vol 1 Nobuhiro Watsuki,
  One Piece, Vol. 98 Eiichiro Oda,2021-12-07 As the battle of Onigashima heats up, Kaido’s daughter
Yamato actually wants to join Luffy’s side. Meanwhile, Kaido reveals his grand plans and, together with
Big Mom, prepares to plunge the entire world into fear! -- VIZ Media
  One Piece, Vol. 100 Eiichiro Oda,2022-08-02 The big powers converge as Luffy, Law, and Kid face off
against Kaido and Big Mom. Is there any hope of victory against this ultimate alliance?! Onigashima quakes
with power as some of the fiercest pirates in the world go head-to-head!! -- VIZ Media
  Mister Roberts Thomas Heggen,2015-11-06 The novel, Mister Roberts, was an instant hit after being
published in 1946 and was quickly adapted for the stage and screen. The title character, a Lieutenant Junior
Grade naval officer, defends his crew against the petty tyranny of the ship’s commanding officer during
World War II. Nearly all action takes place on a backwater cargo ship, the USS Reluctant, that sails, as
written in the play, “from apathy to tedium with occasional side trips to monotony and ennui.” This
irreverent, often hilarious story about the crew of the Reluctant has enjoyed wide and enduring
popularity. Heggen based his novel on his experiences aboard the USS Virgo in the South Pacific during
World War II, and began as a collection of short stories. It was subsequently adapted as a play, a feature film,
a television series, and a television movie. The film version with Henry Fonda, James Cagney and Jack
Lemmon is one of the most well-known movies of WWII.-Print ed. “This book is vivid, unimpeachable
narrative, with no holds barred. But elders with a distaste for the frankness of the sea and profanity should
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keep out.”—ATLANTIC MONTHLY “The remarkable thing is that such an honest, behind-the-scenes
portrayal of the Navy as it usually is—in dungarees rather than dress blues—has never been
attempted.”—BOOK WEEK “Mr. Heggen has written a little classic. It invites reading aloud; it stirs vivid
memories.”—THE NEW YORK TIMES
  Sengoku Mark T. Arsenault,2003-06-01 The Sengoku: Character Sheets book contains 41 illustrated and
revised, two-sided character sheets, plus 11 additional blank (un-illustrated) character sheets. Features 41
illustrations of popular character profession templates -- samurai, bushi, priests, mystics, shinobi and more!
  Emerald Empire Shawn Carman,Richard Farrese,Douglas Sun,Brian Yoon,2007-06
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